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IMPORTANT
The InsemiMeter™ unit has an internal NON rechargeable battery, when the unit reads lower
than 90 the battery needs replacing (9 Volt Battery)

The older type Heat Detector have a rechargeable battery, make sure you use a surge pro-
tector device when charging.

A) NEVER go back in the same cow and test again, you only have one shot at it as the
disturbance of the vaginal wall and fluid will change it’s composition and as such the read-
ings often by “disturbing the vagina inside” the cow lets go of some urine or other fluids which
will change the readings.

SUCCESS

Insert probe along upper wall.
Take readings in lowest spot, accumu-
lating secretion while moving probe.
Take readings with probe pointing
downwards.

Make sure vulva lips are clean before
entering probe.

Insert probe along upper vagina till
reaching the back “wall”. Move the
probe back and forward a few inches
and around to accumulate enough se-
cretion and press slightly onto the
bottom wall of the vagina.

Refer to the label for an indication of
the anticipated conception rate (%)

Accurate readings can be obtained 4
weeks after calving.

The InsemiMeter gives you an indication
of the state of conception not on the
physical activity of the cow. Always
remember this when testing a cow.
Believe the InsemiMeter.

In order to avoid cross contamination
clean the probe with water and if pos-
sible with a weak solution of disinfec-
tant.

Clean the rings on the tip of the probe
after every 50 readings or with methy-
lated spirits and soft clean cloth
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How it works...

ie. 30 means a 30% chance of pregnancy
31 means a 31% chance of pregnancy
etc. till 75% which is maximum chance.

IMPORTANT: The InsemiMeter™ unit has an internal NON rechargeable 
battery, when the unit reads lowerthan 90 the battery needs replacing with 
a 9 Volt Battery.

The older type Heat Detector has a rechargeable battery, make sure you 
use a surge pro-tector device when charging.

A) NEVER go back in the same cow and test again, you only have one 
shot at it as the disturbance of the vaginal wall and fluid will change it’s 
composition and as such the readings often by “disturbing the vagina 
inside” the cow lets go of some urine or other fluids which will change the 
readings
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